
COOKBOOK
33 Can’t-Fail 
Recipes for a 
Happy Team

COMPANY CULTURE



Your company is growing and thriving. You’ve built a great product backed by a clear vision 
and a tireless drive to reach your company’s goals. And, perhaps most importantly, you’ve 
got a solid team propelling the whole thing forward. Without those folks working day in 
and day out, your idea, product and company wouldn’t be where they are today.

That’s why your company’s culture is so essential to its success. Engaging your team and 
building a strong foundation for your company’s short-term and long-term success is not 
difficult. It just takes creativity and a willingness to invest in your team. It’s the wisest 
investment you can make to keep your hardest working and most talented teammates 
happy.

For this cookbook, we’ve whipped up 33 out-of-the-box recipes for a rich company 
culture, each of which you can bring to the table instantly. Inside, you’ll find a variety of 
ways to improve your existing culture, streamline the recruiting and onboarding processes 
and inspire greater creativity across the board. 

To make it easy, we’ve broken up the book into five chapters, and each recipe comes with 
a list of ingredients and resources that you can use to put it into action right away. Also 
sprinkled in are a handful of pro tips and advice from leading experts in culture from 
companies like Match.com, PBS, Vizio, Buffer, Scopely, Rubicon Project and more.

If you put these ideas and strategies to work, your team will be healthy and 
satisfied—guaranteed.

INTRODUCTION

Introduction / The Culture Cookbook
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- Uri Levine
Founder

HERE’S WHAT OUR 
CONTRIBUTORS SAY…

It’s amazing how far a simple gesture 
goes in reinforcing the company’s core 

values to the rest of the workforce.

Culture can't be an afterthought. It 
permeates all aspects of the startup 
early on and later in the company.

We want to make this the best 
workplace, which means understanding 
what values we stand for, how we make 
decisions, and what kind of people we 

want to join us on our journey.

Appealing to a higher purpose helps 
everyone coalesce and work better 

together.

- Fran Maier
Founder

- Alex Iskold
Managing Director

- Michael Stapleton
VP of Marketing

It’s important for us to create a culture 
of innovation—one that both values and 

rewards risk.

- Barbara Landes
CFO

Leaders need followers, and one of the 
best ways to have followers is to let 

them own the leadership vision.

- Kay Koplovitz
Founder & Former CEO

“

“

“

“ “

“
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- Eric Schiffer
Former CEO

Everyone on the team plays an equal 
role. My role is to create the wave and 
everyone on our team keeps the wave 

going.

“Everyone is part of the culture and 
everyone contributes to it.

Leaders need to establish an 
environment of trust.

Transparency starts as a mindset 
change.

-Kevan Lee
Content Crafter

- Patrick Lee
Cofounder

-William Wang
CEO and Founder

We believe in relentlessly refining our 
skills and knowledge, as a team and as 

individuals.

- Liz Liu
Head of Culture

Only through open communications can 
a company show that it respects its 

employees.

- Joseph J. Donner
President, New Jersey Chapter

“

“

“

“ “

Effective internal communication not only connects people with one 
another, but also with the right information at the right time. Exploring 
different methods for sharing relevant thoughts, ideas, and content at 

the right time has become essential for any successful team.

- Marijn Deurloo
CEO

“

“
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Celebrate personalities with customer superlatives
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FUN & EVENTS: 6 WAYS TO GET YOUR TEAM PUMPED

REWARDS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: 6 WAYS TO INFUSE YOUR TEAM WITH GENEROSITY

COMMUNICATION: 10 WAYS TO UNITE AND CONNECT WITH YOUR TEAM
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Host AMA sessions with resident experts
Reveal your team’s progress by publishing metrics
Create a must-read company newsletter
Showcase your product roadmap
Communicate a clear, shared mission to the team
Have quarterly one-on-one check-ins
Bring in outside perspective with a speaker series
Show remote teammates some love
Ask for frequent feedback
Empower your teammates with industry insight

Announce open positions to your team
Start applicants with a job-specific challenge
Interview in stages
Set compensation expectations early
Survey candidates about their interview experience
Send thank-yous to all applicants
Pair new hires with a buddy

Take a vote whenever possible
Designate a play area
Offer creative workspace alternatives
Use Enplug for visual communications

RECRUITING & ONBOARDING: 7 WAYS TO MAKE THE HIRING PROCESS A SUCCESS

SPACE & DESIGN: 4 WAYS TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT FOR A THRIVING TEAM
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Recipe #1

CELEBRATE PERSONALITIES 
WITH CUSTOM SUPERLATIVES

a list of wacky awards

a voting system

a team with a sense of humor

Serves teams of 10+

included

A strong team is made up of a wide range of 
personalities, interests, and quirkiness. At the end of 
the year before going home for the holidays, try 
taking a moment to reflect on the adventurous year 
your team just made through together.

At Enplug, we send out a survey using SurveyMonkey 
asking teammates to vote for the winner of  awards 
like “Most Likely to Win the Hunger Games” or “Best 
Person to Take Home to Mom and Dad.” We also 
leave an option for teammates to submit their own 
ideas for awards and who they’d like to nominate, 
making sure everyone is nominated for at least one 
award.

At the end of the voting period, our CEO calculates 
the winners, submits a few of her own, and sends out 
the results to the team. It’s a great way to show that 
you know your team is human and that you 
appreciate them for who they are.

Fun & Events (1 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

Try to make sure each teammate has at least 2-3 awards so they feel 
fully appreciated by their peers. The more personal the award, the 

better.

PRO TIP
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Most Enplug spirited Everyone Best dressed Ryan
Most likely to win Mr. Universe Josh Most likely to be an assassin Jus n
Most likely to get 3 PhDs Tina

Runner-up: Bobby, 
because he wants 
to party more.

Most likely to have a date every night of the 
week

Ryan
Close runner-up: 
Gabby

Best person to take home to mom Juan Most athle c Alex
Close runner-ups: 
Allen and Mar n

Best singer Jhonie Most mysterious Jus n
Best standup comedian Josh Most likely to sneak into North Korea Peedy
Most likely to have 10 kids Josh, Nanxi, & 

Shawn, & Shawn, & 
Shawn

Most likely to be a dictator Nanxi
Close runner-up: 
Jessie

Most likely to be a superhero Ben & Shawn Best vocabulary Bruno
Most likely to move into the woods and never 
talk to a human again

Alex Most likely to invent the me machine Bret

Best hair Ryan & Tosh Most likely to ta oo en re body Adam
Most likely to marry Louie C.K. Jhonie Most likely to be on Jerry Springer Jhonie
Most likely to have Enplug on their tombstone Nanxi & Alex Most likely hacked Sony Peedy
Most friendly Colin & Juan Most likely to wear Enplug clothes every day Alex 

Close runner-up: 
Zach

Most likely to give you a ride home from jail Gabby Most likely to win the Nobel prize Nanxi & Tina
Most likely to be the one with you in jail Nithin & Bobby Most likely to break the internet Adib
Most likely to be the first one on Mars Alex Most likely to be shirtless Mar n
Best poten al reality TV star Adriana Most likely valedictorian Jessica
Most likely to extend a helping hand Allen Most likely to know 8 languages Bruno
Most magnificent beard Nithin Most Likely to get in a bar fight Bobby (2 years in a 

row!)
Most likely to invent the AI that will take over 
the world

Tina Most likely to be the first teammate to 
become a parent

Bret

Most likely to find engineers in Antarc ca Brenna Most likely to win the Hunger Games Nanxi
Most likely to secretly love T-Swi Bobby Most likely to start WWIII Josh
Most likely to listen to K-Pop Tosh Most likely to win WWIII Adam
Best person to talk to boys about Ryan Most likely to kill someone while on a run Alex

AWARDS
2014

Which Enplugees do the universe marvel?
YYou’ve decided.

Most likely to be the first one on Mars Alex Most likely to be shirtless Mar n
BBBBeeeesssstttt pppppooootttteeeennnn aaaalllll rrrreeeeaaaallllliiiittttyyyyy TTTTVVVV ssssttttaaaarrrr AAAAdddddrrrriiiiaaaannnnaaaa MMMMoooosssstttt llllliiiikkkkkeeeelllllyyyyy vvvvaaaallllleeeedddddiiiiccccttttoooorrrriiiiaaaannnn JJJJeeeessssssssiiiiccccaaaa
MMMoossttt llliiikkkeelllyyyy tttoo eexxttteennddd aa hhheelllppppiiinngggg hhhaannddd AAAlllllleenn MMMoossttt llliiikkkeelllyyyy tttoo kkknnooww 888 lllaanngggguuaaggggeess BBBrruunnoo
MMMMMoooossssttttt mmmmaaaagggggnnnniiiiififififificccceeeennnnttttt bbbbbeeeeaaaarrrrddddd NNNNNiiiiittttthhhhhiiiiinnnn MMMMMoooossssttttt LLLLLiiiiikkkkkeeeelllllyyyyy tttttoooo gggggeeeettttt iiiiinnnn aaaa bbbbbaaaarrrr fififififiggggghhhhhttttt BBBBBoooobbbbbbbbbbyyyyy ((((((22222 yyyyyeeeeaaaarrrrssss iiiiinnnn aaaa

rrrroooowwww!!!!!)))))
MMMooosssttt llliiikkkeeelllyyyy tttooo iiinnnvvveeennnttt ttthhheee AAAIII ttthhhaaattt wwwiiillllll tttaaakkkeee ooovvveeerrr
tttthhhheeee wwwwoooorrrrlllldddd

TTTiiinnnaaa MMMooosssttt llliiikkkeeelllyyyy tttooo bbbeee ttthhheee fififirrrsssttt ttteeeaaammmmmmaaattteee tttooo
bbbbeeeeccccoooommmmeeee aaaa pppppaaaarrrreeeennnntttt

BBBrrreeettt

MMMooosssttt lllliiikkkkeeellllyyy tttooo fifififinnndddd eeennngggiiinnneeeeeerrrsss iiinnn AAAnnntttaaarrrccc cccaaa BBBrrreeennnnnnaaa MMMooosssttt lllliiikkkkeeellllyyy tttooo wwwiiinnn ttthhhheee HHHuuunnngggeeerrr GGGaaammmeeesss NNNaaannnxxxiii
MMMooosssttt llliiikkkeeelllyyy tttooo ssseeecccrrreeetttlllyyy lllooovvveee TTT-SSSwwwiii BBBooobbbbbbyyy MMMooosssttt llliiikkkeeelllyyy tttooo ssstttaaarrrttt WWWWWWIIIIIIIII JJJooossshhh
Most likely to listen to K-Pop Tosh Most likely to win WWIII Adam
Best person to talk to boys about Ryan Most likely to kill someone while on a run Alex

Fun & Events (1 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #2

CONNECT YOUR TEAM WITH 
HOBBY-BASED CLUBS

club leaders

software for coordinating clubs

Serves teams of 50+

Provide a way for employees to start non-work 
related clubs focused around common interests. Think 
hiking club, book club or even a Beyoncé fan club.

Designate club leaders to organize regular meetings 
to keep members active. Employees will love having 
the fun, creative outlet for their passions, as well as 
sharing them with the rest of the team.

Make sure new team members have a place to learn 
about and join existing clubs. You can use an 
enterprise social media software like Yammer or 
intranet software like Igloo to provide the tools for 
teammates to organize and describe their clubs.

Suggested software for organizing clubs:

Clubs should form organically first. You’ll know the right time to 
implement infrastructure when a few grassroots hobby clubs have 

already formed, like a book club or after-work sports club.

PRO TIP

Enplug  •  The Company Culture Cookbook

1. Yammer
2. Facebook
3. Slack
4. Igloo
5. Zyncro



Recipe #3

MIX IT UP WITH TEAM FIELD 
TRIPS

fun event ideas

a budget (per person recommended)

a survey to get team input on events

team event organizers to coordinate 
logistics

100% participation from your team

Serves teams of 3+

included

Teammates who play together stay together. Host a 
fun team event outside the office once a month, 
every quarter, or biannually depending on the size of 
your company and budget.

To get your team on board, poll the office about the 
kinds of outings or trips they’d like to go on. Let them 
rank their top choices and see which ideas get the 
most votes. Take into consideration a range of 
interests, preferences and physical limitations. Not 
everyone’s an athlete—would some members of the 
team be ambivalent about a kickball tournament? If 
so, make it a cookout with an optional game. (Your 
next event can cater to the less competitive crowd.) 
The team will appreciate the diversity of events.

Team events should be mandatory. When given the 
option to attend a team event or get work done, 
there will always be those who opt to stay behind to 
catch up on the week’s tasks. But the point of these 
events is to bring the group together. By making that 
a priority, you send a message to your team that their 
happiness—and a fun team culture—matters above all 
else.

Fun & Events (3 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

 Your leadership team sets the tone. Make sure your founders, exec 
team, and team leads make outings and culture a priority.

PRO TIP
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30 Team Outing Ideas - Fun & Events / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #4

RALLY (AND UNLEASH) YOUR 
SPORTS FANATICS

sports enthusiasts

sportswear

Serves teams of 3+

Give your teammates a reason to wear their favorite 
jerseys and make Friday a sports-themed day. If your 
group’s home team is the Ravens, make it a “Purple 
Friday.” Or if you’re in a metropolis with a diverse 
group of transplants, encourage people to wear their 
favorite team’s gear. It’ll inspire some healthy, friendly 
rivalries.

Other ways to show your team spirit:

Fun & Events (4 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

Find your most passionate sports fans and see if they’d be 
interested in leading an intramural sports team in a local league. It’s 
a great way to give those teammates extra leadership opportunities, 
and will give your athletically-minded teammates a purpose to rally.

PRO TIP

13

1. Play the big game on the kitchen or breakroom 
    TV
2. Start a bracket challenge
3. Start or become involved in a fantasy league
4. Host a Super Bowl or World Cup party
5. Get group tickets to a local game
6. Field a team for a local sports league
7. Deck your workspaces out with your favorite 
    team memorabilia

Enplug  •  The Company Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #5

RAISE SPIRIT WITH 
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAM 

COMPETITIONS

a team sorting method

spirited team leaders

budget for quarterly prizes to the 
winners

Serves teams of 20+

As your team grows it’ll become increasingly 
challenging for your teammates to form friendships 
outside of the coworkers they work with every day.

One innovative way to combat this is to divide the 
company into cross-departmental teams. These teams 
can earn points toward quarterly prizes like a happy 
hour or breakfast spread through long-running 
competitions and serve as a useful structure for 
coordinating team spirit.

These teams are a great way to organize your team during events, 
competitions, fundraisers/charities, swag distribution, photo day, and 

just about anything else.

PRO TIP
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We recommend 4-6 teams for maximum competitive spirit. You could randomly assign the 
members of each team. At Enplug we chose to assign teammates based on a personality 
quiz. However you choose teams is up to you—the important part is that each team has a 
diverse mix of backgrounds from every department.

Once you have competitive groups in place, have each one elect a fearless leader to rally 
and motivate their teammates. Not only does this facilitate the competition for points, but 
it opens up the opportunity to team members who otherwise haven’t had a chance to 
prove their leadership potential. 

If you have a chat program, you might also create private chat rooms for each team to 
communicate through.

You can use these teams to structure competitions during team outings (see recipe #3), 
and award points to the winners. You can also award points for members of that team 
going above and beyond at work, whether by knocking out a major project while keeping 
up with other regular tasks or other, non job-specific chores like putting away the dishes. 
This provides incentive for peers to acknowledge each other’s accomplishments.

Keep a running tally of the points on a shareable Google spreadsheet and display the 
points on a screen to remind everyone to participate. At the end of every quarter, 
announce the winners on your displays, and give them a reward!

Here’s how we coordinated our “House Cup” cross-functional team challenges at Enplug:

ORGANIZING THE TEAMS

COORDINATING COMPETITION

RUNNING THE COMPETITION

Fun & Events (5 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #6

PERK UP YOUR TEAM WITH 
SILLY HOLIDAYS

a list of holidays to choose from

a budget for holiday celebrations

Serves teams of 3+

included

Numerous companies are generous with the amount 
of paid vacation and holidays they offer. (See Netflix 
and Virgin’s no-limit vacation policies.) You should, 
too. But why not also get a little creative and 
acknowledge less traditionally celebrated holidays, 
like: 

1. National Hot Dog Day (July 23)
2. Sunscreen Day (May 27)
3. National Custodial Worker Day (October 2)
4. Pi Day (March 14)
5. Star Wars Day (May the 4th)
6. National Tell a Joke Day (August 16)
7. National Pretzel Day (April 26)
8. National Dress Up Your Pet Day (January 14)
9. National Popcorn Day (January 19)
10. Opposite Day (January 25)

PRO TIP

Fun & Events (6 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

Pick the holidays you think your team will resonate with the most. 
Have a bunch of foodies? National Popcorn Day will be a hit. Is the 
office full of nerds? Show The Empire Strikes Back on Star Wars Day.
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REWARDS
AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
6 WAYS TO INFUSE YOUR TEAM WITH GENEROSITY & GRATITUDE
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This recipe is best when executed with subtlety. Make the surprises 
light-hearted pick-me-ups, motivation, or tokens of appreciation.

Recipe #7

FORM A SECRET HAPPINESS 
COMMITTEE

a few culture ambassadors

a small budget (no more than $5 per 
employee per month)

Serves teams of 20+

Recruit a handful of your company’s most enthusiastic 
and dedicated employees to spread a little joy 
(anonymously!) every month at random. Give them 
full control over how they do it, whether it’s with 
personalized fortune cookies or thoughtful, 
handwritten notes left on their desks. The 
anonymous committee members will have fun doing 
it, and the recipients will be grateful for the little 
doses of happiness.

To keep the committee a secret, limit the number of 
members to five or fewer for small teams. If you have 
a larger company, one secret committee member for 
every 15-20 employees is a good bet.

Here are a few happiness committee ideas:

PRO TIP

Rewards & Acknowledgement (1 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

1.  Personal notes of encouragement
2.  Celebratory Photoshop (turning your 
teammates into elves and Santas)
3.  “Good Fortune" cookies with specific, 
optimistic messages
4.  Surprise company swag
5.  New desk plants, frames, or other desk decor
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- Brenna Harwell
Head of Talent & Culture
ENPLUG

“
Even the smallest 
tokens of appreciation 
can make a huge 
impact, and can start a 
domino effect that 
brings up team morale.

Our Sunshine Committee is the secret group at Enplug 
responsible for bringing unexpected surprises to the team 
and brightening days. With little to no budget, they have 
done wonderful and creative things, ranging from April 
Fool's Day pranks to good-fortune cookies, or even just 
leaving personal notes on each team member's desk for 
them to find in the morning.

20

Rewards & Acknowledgement (1 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #8

GAMIFY COMPANY GOALS 
WITH EARNABLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

an official record book for tracking 
achievements

target goals or records

Serves teams of 30+

Who was the first team member to make a sale for 
your company? Who’s the longest-running teammate? 
Keep a record of every unique milestone or 
accomplishment (no matter how small), and put it in 
the books. Announce every new record set or 
achievement won.

Come up with a list of target records for your team to 
set or break based on company goals, and continue 
adding to it each time someone does something 
worth adding to the books. The point is simply to be 
the first or have a claim to fame—title holders go 
down in company history.

included

Use your records book to make up fun elements of your newsletter. 
Think trivia or “Today in History.”

PRO TIP

Rewards & Acknowledgement (2 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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1.  First customer using X big new feature (sales team)
2.  First customer on X pricing tier (sales team)
3.  First customer in a new target vertical (sales team)

1.  Customer with an innovative product usage 
      (can be repeatedly won, sales team)
2.  A breakthrough engineering solution (engineering team)

1.  Longest contract commitment (sales team)
2.  Most views of a blog post (marketing team)
3.  Most monthly/quarterly/annual sales (sales team)
4.  Longest-tenured teammate

The best achievements are specific to your product, customers, and team makeup. Below 
are a few examples to help you get started.

“FIRSTS” ACHIEVEMENTS

“INNOVATION” ACHIEVEMENTS

“RECORD” ACHIEVEMENTS

ACHIEVEMENT EXAMPLES

Rewards & Acknowledgement (2 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #9

GIFT TEAMMATES WITH A 
MEMORABLE ANNIVERSARY 

SOUVENIR

a calendar of anniversaries

a chosen anniversary gift

a budget for anniversary gifts

Serves teams of 30+

Anniversaries are a big deal—announce them in your 
newsletter, your company-wide meeting and on social 
media. Reward team members’ dedication with a 
personalized gift, increasing it over time the longer 
someone is with the company. 

If your company offers equity with vesting cliffs, it’s 
also important to acknowledge that milestone once 
an employee has reached it, because now they have 
true ownership and a heightened sense of 
responsibility for helping build a successful company.

For that outdoors enthusiast, how about an REI 
membership? For a book lover, how about an Audible 
subscription? 

For smaller budgets (and newer teammates), you can 
still get personal—simply acknowledging and thanking 
team members for their loyalty will go a long way in 
making them feel valued. 

included

Rewards & Acknowledgement (3 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

The best souvenirs become more valuable as teammates celebrate 
more anniversaries, without making new teammates feel excluded. 

PRO TIP
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Letterman’s or leather jackets 
with the teammate’s name sewn 
in. Award patches for milestones 
and accomplishments, which the 
teammate can then sew into the 
jacket. Wear the jackets to team 
events.

A custom plate with 
the teammate’s 
name or title on it. 
Add stickers, vinyl or 
other decorations to 
the plate for each 
product release, 
milestone or 
accomplishment.

Scopely has custom oil paintings 
created in the likeness of the 
teammate after several years of 
being with the company. These 
comedic paintings are on show 
around the company HQ.

VMware gives 
teammates a 
certain amount of 
money they can 
donate to a charity 
of their choice. The 
longer they’ve 
been with the 
company, the more 
they can donate, 
up to $12,000 at 
year 12.

Give your teammate a laptop case, and provide them with 
patches or other decoration commemorating significant 
milestones over the years.

Personalized Nerf guns

Rewards & Acknowledgement (3 of 6) / The Culture CookbookRewards & Acknowledgement (3 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #10

CELEBRATE BIRTHDAYS & 
OTHER LIFE MILESTONES

birthday calendar

small budget for cards and gifts

list of milestones to be on the 
lookout for

Serves teams of 3+

Yup, that means buying the card, getting the whole 
team to sign it and, in the case of birthdays, surprising 
the birthday boy/girl with a song. (Then, you can 
politely demand a speech!) Don’t let personal 
milestones go unnoticed—make your teammates’ 
celebratory life events a celebration in the office. 
There is life beyond the office, and it should be 
acknowledged!

Suggested milestones to celebrate:

1. Birthdays
2. Graduating
3. Having a baby
4. Getting engaged and married
5. Becoming cancer-free
6. Buying a house
7. Paying off student debt
8. Earning a certification or license (like the bar exam)
9. Marathons, Triathlons, and other athletic challenges
10. Intramural sports league championships

included

Rewards & Acknowledgement (4 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

Make sure to rally as much of your team as possible to acknowledge 
this special day in your teammate’s life.

PRO TIP
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Recipe #11

PUT THE SPOTLIGHT ON YOUR 
TEAMMATES

a blog

interview questions

team photos

Some of the best company blogs open up about their 
own operations, practices and people.

Look inward for some great ideas for content, and tap 
into teammates’ minds by asking for their ideas and 
even letting them contribute to the blog. They’ll have 
a sense of ownership, and you’ll have a lot of content 
to work with—maybe even some ideas you’d never 
thought of before.

Publish spotlights on a regular schedule that will 
enable you to cover every one of your teammates. If 
you have a large team, you can publish multiple 
spotlights in one blog post, although it’s best to give 
every individual their time in the light.

 Ask questions that encourage your teammates to take a step back 
and reflect on their time with your company while crafting their 

answers.

PRO TIP

Rewards & Acknowledgement (5 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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TEAM SPOTLIGHT EXAMPLES

ASANA

CLICK TO VIEW THE ARTICLE

Phips Peter

POSTANO

Nhgia Le

POSTANO

Scott Huber

DISNEY

Robert Yoshioka

ENPLUG

Nithin Reddy

POSTANO

Karyn Smith

SPROUT SOCIAL

James Basco

GITHUB

Ben Gollmer

Rewards & Acknowledgement (5 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #12

CELEBRATE SUCCESSES

Did someone on your team land a big client? Deliver a 
huge project? Break a new record? Determine what 
great success and the important milestones to get 
there are, be it sales- or development-driven. When 
you’ve hit your mark, take a break from the grind to 
acknowledge and bask in the success.

Buy a small gong or bell for the office to make 
announcing the successes a physical action. Your 
team will have fun applauding the winner. If it’s a big 
win, you can also announce it on your office’s digital 
displays.

benchmarks

a celebratory ritual

Serves teams of 30+

-Fran Maier
Founder of Match.com
Founder of TRUSTe
Board Member of GE Capital Bank

Rewards & Acknowledgement (6 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook
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Small celebrations are very useful, be it hitting a specific target 
or completing a big project, and they make a big difference to 
show how individuals are valued. This could range from a lunch, 
to cake (everyone likes cake), to going out for beers, or bigger 
parties. Jello shots are always a hit. Until TRUSTe got to about 
50 people, our ‘White Elephant’ gift exchange at the holidays 
were legendary. And we also had regular outings that got a bit 
nicer as we grew. For example, our first wine day was in 
Livermore, then in Sonoma, then in Napa (and then we cooled it 
down as it got a bit out of hand!).

“
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COMM-
UNICATION
10 WAYS TO UNITE AND CONNECT WITH YOUR TEAM
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Recipe #13

HOST AMA SESSIONS WITH 
RESIDENT EXPERTS

surveys (where teammates can 
submit questions)

designated teammates to conduct 
“Ask Me Anythings”

team participation for question-ask-
ing

Serves teams of 30+

AMAs, or “Ask Me Anything,” are a popular Q&A 
format from the website Reddit.com. Participants 
have ranged from President Barack Obama to Ashton 
Kutcher. Readers submit questions, and the 
participants answer them.

Once a month, designate a team lead or expert to 
host an AMA for the whole company. Send out a 
survey two weeks before the session where people 
can submit their questions. The two-week buffer 
gives teammates the chance to prepare their 
responses and organize the presentation logically.

Every single question should be answered. (Hence 
the “anything.”) Don’t cherry-pick your favorite 
questions, or else the session loses its impact and 
value to the rest of the team. Let your team know 
every question will be answered so they know to ask 
meaningful questions and come to the Q&A session 
expecting to get a thoughtful response.

To set the tone, let the CEO kick off the series, 
making sure the presentation is visually compelling 
and in-depth. It will likely spark more ideas, so once 
the presentation is finished, open the floor to more 
questions.

Encourage the team to participate, and remind them 
that no questions are off-limits—it’s a learning 
experience.

Communication (1 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #14

REVEAL YOUR TEAM’S 
PROGRESS BY PUBLISHING 

METRICS

sales and other dashboards

digital displays

Serves teams of 3+

Track your progress and keep everyone up-to-date on 
your metrics by displaying KPI (key performance 
indicator) dashboards on screens throughout the 
office. You can easily link your Salesforce dashboard, 
Google Analytics, or even a custom Google 
spreadsheet to any display. That way, everyone can 
see what’s been achieved and what goals still need to 
be reached by month’s end.

By displaying your metrics in the office, you’ll keep 
the team focused on the common goal and motivate 
everyone to work toward knocking it out of the park. 

Communication (2 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook

To further inspire, rotate in inspirational quotes or graphics from 
Startup Vitamins. When you’ve reached or surpassed your goal, 

display the win using custom graphics and shout-outs on the screen.

PRO TIP
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Recipe #15

CREATE A MUST-READ 
COMPANY NEWSLETTER

newsletter software (like MailChimp)

weekly content

Serves teams of 30+

The bigger your company gets, the less easily news 
travels. A company newsletter is an effective way to 
connect the team across departments and include 
and update investors or other stakeholders. Done 
right, a newsletter can be an incredibly valuable 
tool—and something your team looks forward to 
reading every week.

A great newsletter is:

Well-designed. It’s attractive, clean, modern and uses 
images well. It’s also broken down into digestible 
chunks and sections so it’s easy to read. 

Informative. This is where value comes in—all the 
latest company news and developments in one place, 
straight to the team’s inbox. Any goals or expectations 
you want to communicate should go here.

Entertaining. It’s also essential that, for your team to 
actually read your newsletter, it’s both entertaining 
and engaging. This is not the place for dense or dry. 
Make it an easy and enjoyable read.

For startups, a weekly company newsletter is a great way to keep 
teammates and investors in the loop in one go.

PRO TIP

Communication (3 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #16

SHOWCASE YOUR PRODUCT 
ROADMAP

Product updates from your team

Goals to hit (and their deadlines)

Serves teams of 30+

It’s easy to get bogged down in the day-to-day of any 
job. That’s why it’s important to actively remind your 
team about the bigger picture and common 
goal—your product. Create a product roadmap that 
details projects in progress and on deck, along with a 
visual timeline of deadlines. Use colors to indicate the 
most pressing tasks, and update the team when a big 
to-do has been crossed off.

To get your roadmap in front of everyone’s eyes, 
display it on screens throughout your office. Team 
members will be able to see where their work fits in 
with other departments’ goals, and it’ll serve as a 
reminder of expectations for things to get done.

 Put a call-to-action on your roadmap reminding teammates to 
submit new product ideas or feedback.

PRO TIP

Communication (4 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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COMMUNICATE A CLEAR, 
SHARED MISSION TO THE 

TEAM
Recipe #17

a clearly defined mission (for larger 
teams) or mantra (for young teams)

A direct and easy way to convey your 
mission to your team

Serves teams of 3+

Communicate your company’s mission with a clear, 
inspiring and authentic mission statement. If yours 
come off as a bit stale or uninspired (or if you don’t 
have one), tap into your team to come up with 
specific, powerful and visual adjectives that best 
describe your company, and go from there. It should 
answer the following:

Every person on your team should know exactly what 
they’re driving toward, and it’s up to the team leads 
and co-founders to convey that message clearly. End 
every meeting or team event with a reminder of what 
you’re all there for, and celebrate team members that 
align themselves with your mission.

1.  What does your company do?
2.  How does it do it?
3.  Whom you do it for?
4.  What value does it bring?

Consider: companies rarely over-communicate their vision and 
mission, and almost always under-communicate it without realizing.

PRO TIP

Communication (5 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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- Barbara L. Landes
CFO
PBS

“Within PBS, we work 
closely with our CEO to 
align all of our work 
with our mission, and 
ensure that we have 
the right people in 
place to succeed.
 We are an organization that competes with commercial 
media for talent, and we clearly cannot compete on salary 
alone. Our goal, therefore, is to be a leading company that 
people want to work in, by clearly articulating our vision 
and values and allowing our employees to see the 
significance and impact of their work on a day-to-day 
basis.

Communication (5 of 10) / The Culture CookbookCommunication (5 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #18

HAVE QUARTERLY 
ONE-ON-ONE CHECK-INS

regular meetings on the calendar

Serves teams of 30+

The person in charge of your team’s culture should 
schedule time to briefly meet one-on-one with most 
or all of your teammates during a quarter. A short, 
informal meeting to catch up will make teammates 
feel valued, cared for and heard, and you’ll likely learn 
a lot by checking in and asking questions about how 
they feel about the company, the team, the direction 
and more.

Take the opportunity to listen to what your team has 
to say and ask them specific questions about their 
work and time with the company. If you get similar 
feedback from several people in the company across 
several teams, take advantage of the opportunity to 
improve or tweak your processes and practices. This 
is a great way to get a feeling for the pulse of your 
company.

Communication (6 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook

Try setting up your own personal “feedback day” when you try to 
meet with as many teammates as possible at the start of the month 

or quarter.

PRO TIP
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gabby@enplug.com

Just Checking In!

Hi Gabby,

It's been a few months since we last checked in, and I'd love 
to sit down with you for a few minutes to catch up and see 
how work's been going. Do you have 15 minutes to chat 
sometime this week?

-Brenna

Just Checking In! x

Send

Communication (6 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #19

BRING IN OUTSIDE 
PERSPECTIVE WITH A 

SPEAKER SERIES

volunteer speakers

a budget (for lunch)

Serves teams of 30+

Some employers offer reimbursement for higher 
education, but if yours can’t, that doesn’t mean you 
can’t contribute to continued learning in some other 
way. You can offer subscriptions to Lynda.com or 
partner with local experts and teachers in all fields to 
offer discounted classes. There are tons of free 
classes online through sites like Skillshare and 
Coursera. Promote them to your team and encourage 
people to participate.

For regular injections of inspiration, bring in great 
minds and innovators in and around your industry for 
monthly or quarterly talks. Pull your connections and 
tap into your networking skills, whether by working 
with partners, companies whose products you use, or 
other fascinating people your team can learn from. To 
sweeten the deal, make it a lunch-n-learn affair.

Communication (7 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook

Not sure where to find speakers? Start small with the most 
interesting person in your own personal network.

PRO TIP
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- Liz Liu
Head of Culture
SCOPELY

“Scopely believes in 
relentlessly refining our 
skills and knowledge, 
as a team and as 
individuals.
Scopely heads a series of internal and external 
presentations for our employees as part of Scopely 
University or "ScopelyU" to make sure our team is 
learning more here than they could anywhere else. Once 
a month, we have internal and external speakers present 
learnings or relevant workshops that fall under their 
area(s) of expertise. Speakers have discussed topics 
ranging from Virtual Reality and SQL Basics to How to 
Organize Your Inbox and Coffee Cyberposium.

Communication (7 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #20

SHOW REMOTE TEAMMATES 
SOME LOVE

regular check-ins

alternative options during team 
outings

Serves teams of 3+

Don’t forget about the hard-working teammates 
out-of-state (or out of the country). It’s easier than 
ever for employees to work remotely, but it’s also 
easy to forget to include them in big news, everyday 
conversations, programming, and other important 
moments. Don’t do that.

For remote teammates, tools like chat and processes 
like regular check-ins are crucial. When your team has 
an event (see recipe #3), send remote employees a 
gift card or member passes for two to a similar spot 
near them. For special occasions (like the annual 
backyard barbecue at the CEO’s house) offer to cover 
or split the cost of travel so they can attend. They’ll 
appreciate being remembered and feel like the valued 
member of the team they are.

With remote teammates, it’s especially important to 
communicate frequently since stopping by their desk 
to ask a question isn’t possible. Whether it’s daily 
five-minute Skype calls at 10 a.m. with the team lead 
or check-ins at designated times at the beginning and 
end of the week, find a system that works for you and 
stick to the schedule. 

If you have other teammates who can’t attend team outings for work 
reasons (customer support, support engineer, important sales 
meeting), show them some love with comparable gifts, too.

PRO TIP

Communication (8 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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30 Team Outing Ideas - Fun & Events / The Culture Cookbook

Dine-in movie

Bowling 

Happy hour

Museum tour

Breakfast buffet

Beach day

Volunteering

Baseball game

House party

Rock climbing

Martial arts training

Comedysportz

Wine tasting

Ice skating

Art classes

Cooking classes

Go-Kart racing

Mini golf

Laser tag

gift card for local movie theater

gift card for bowling for two

gift card to a neighborhood spot

tickets to a local museum or exhibit

a food basket

gift card to outdoor restaurant

small donation to a selected charity

tickets to a ball game

Skype them in to say hi

vouchers for a rock climbing hangar

credit to a martial arts studio session

tickets to a comedy show

a bottle of wine

two ice skating tickets

one of the paintings by your team

a cookbook

two go-kart passes

two mini golf tickets

two passes to laser tag

TEAM OUTING ALTERNATIVES
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Fog Creek’s Ad Hoc Remote Work Policy, or, Working From Grandma’s House 

(2013)

On Working Remotely - Coding Horror (2010)

Why We (Still) Believe in Working Remotely (2013, 75 ppl)

What Remote Working Means & The Tools We Use at Buffer (2014)

The Joys and Benefits of Working as a Distributed Team - Buffer (2014)

What is it like to work as a remote engineer at Mozilla (2012)

How I Manage 40 People Remotely - Treehouse (2011, 40 ppl)

Is it possible to have a great product with no managers and a work-from-home 

culture? - Treehouse (2014, 70+ ppl)

10 Lessons from 4 Years Working Remotely at Automattic (2014)

Why Isn’t Remote Work More Popular - Automattic (2015)

How Github Works (2011)

What We’ve Learned Building a Remote Culture - Help Scout (2015)

The Pros & Cons of Being a Remote Team (& How We Do It) - Groove (2014)

The Best Tips and Tools for Managing a Remote Customer Service Team - Groove 

(2015)

The Challenge of Remote Working - WooThemes (2013)

Being a Remote Working Sucks - Long Live the Remote Worker - Microsoft (2013)

Why Remote Engineering Is So Difficult!?#@% - Steven Sinofsky (2014)

We Tried Building a Remote Team and It Sucked - StatusPage (2015)

The Ultimate Guide to Remote Work - Zapier (2015)

AVAILABLE ON AMAZON

30 Team Outing Ideas - Fun & Events / The Culture Cookbook

 RECOMMENDED READING 
ON REMOTE TEAMS
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The Year Without Pants: WordPress.com and the Future of Work (2013)

Remote: Office Not Required - 37signals Founders (2013)
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Recipe #21

ASK FOR FREQUENT 
FEEDBACK

surveys

digital feedback channels

regular face-to-face check-ins

Serves teams of 3+

Feedback is an essential component of any company’s 
success, both internally and externally. That means 
you should be actively seeking it across the board—on 
practices, processes, product and culture—from 
everyone on the team. And there are several ways to 
do just that.

Conduct surveys. Do this before and after 
specific events, like team outings or when new 
processes have been put into place.

Have one-on-one check-ins. Between recent 
hires and their team leads. Between all teammates 
and HR. Between HR and the CEO. Come with 
specific talking points focused on observations 
and evaluations. Strive for horizontal 
communication as much and as often as possible.

Create a feedback channel. At Enplug, we have 
feedback channels for every department in Slack 
where people are encouraged to share drafts and 
mock-ups of their work before pushing it live. 
Teammates give one another respectful, 
thoughtful feedback, leading to an even better 
final version.

When should you seek feedback? Always.

PRO TIP

Communication (9 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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- Gina Lau
Team Operations
HELLOSIGN

“Our secret weapon for 
building the best 
culture is open & 
honest feedback.
Every team member contributes to our life at HelloSign, 
every day, so it's crucial for us to know what's working 
and more importantly, what's not working so we can 
constantly improve. To lead the charge, our co-founders 
have open office hours so all team members can connect 
with them, ask questions and share candid feedback.  
That's just one of the many ways we ensure that 
everyone at HelloSign has a voice and can use it!

Communication (5 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #22

EMPOWER YOUR TEAMMATES 
WITH INDUSTRY INSIGHT

digital displays

display software capable of showing 
industry news

news and social media outlets/feeds

Serves teams of 10+

Market trends aren’t just important for team leaders 
to monitor—everyone in your company should have 
their finger on the industry pulse. Teammates should 
easily be able to share articles, news and feeds with 
one another for all to see. Create an industry news 
channel in your team chat, or display live social media 
and RSS feeds on your digital signage. Whether 
Wired, Wall Street Journal or LinkedIn are your go-to 
sources, you can easily create an automatically 
updated feed to show to your whole office.

At Enplug, we use our own software (the News app) 
to show news from publications like TechCrunch and 
the BBC in key areas of our office:

1.  at the office entrance
2.  in the kitchen
3.  outside of bathrooms
4.  outside of conference rooms
5.  in team seating areas (sales, engineering)
6.  near the game room

Using Enplug, you can use these same screens to also show internal 
dashboards, motivating posters from Startup Vitamins, graphics or 
videos of your brand, mentions of your company on social media, 

digital directories and more.

PRO TIP

Communication (10 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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- Courtney Chapman
Product Manager
RUBICON PROJECT

“Company culture is the 
product of a company’s 
values, expectations 
and environment.
At Rubicon Project, we've found that an open work 
environment provides our team with more opportunities 
to collaborate and learn from one another, regardless of 
their role and daily responsibilities. We also created a 
channel to further foster communication, Rubi Cast, that 
pulls messages from our internal communication platform 
and displays content on screens around our offices so our 
team can get a glimpse of conversations taking place 
around the globe in real time.
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RECRUITING
AND ONBOARDING
7 WAYS TO MAKE THE HIRING PROCESS A SUCCESS
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Recipe #23

ANNOUNCE OPEN POSITIONS 
TO YOUR TEAM

Serves teams of 3+

When you’re ready to bring a new team member on 
board, don’t keep it to yourself—invite the whole 
team to help out in the scouting process. You’ve got a 
smart, talented and hardworking crew. Chances are, 
they know people who are just as smart, talented and 
hardworking. 

Your team will also be excited that your company is 
growing, and it helps them understand where you’re 
putting resources.

Package the job description in a way that’s easy for 
your teammates to share, and ask for their help in 
finding qualified candidates.

To involve your team in your headhunting quest:

a job description with desired 
qualities and skills

help from your team to find the right 
fit

graphic design to post on internal 
displays

included

HIRING

1.  Announce it in an email.
2.  Post it on digital displays around your office.
3.  Talk to the team about it at your next company
     meeting.

Offer a referral bonus to any team member who recommends a 
candidate that gets hired for added incentive.

PRO TIP

Recruiting & Onboarding (1 of 7) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #24

START APPLICANTS WITH A 
JOB-SPECIFIC CHALLENGE

Serves teams of 3+

Need an easy way to identify the top candidates for 
the job? Include an optional challenge specific to the 
role to be submitted to the hiring manager along with 
the standard resume-and-cover-letter combo.

Making it optional lets your candidate prove whether 
they're willing to go above and beyond, show their 
commitment to the role and demonstrate their ability 
to solve problems. 

If they're eager to be a part of your company and are 
confident enough in their work to solve a puzzle 
before their first interview, it's a good indicator of a 
top-notch candidate.

help from the hiring manager to 
create a challenge

optional: software for facilitating and 
collecting challenges

a mechanism to measure results from 
completed challenges

included

Recruiting & Onboarding (2 of 7) / The Culture Cookbook

Share the challenge response with all interviewers to give them 
extra material for their evaluation and to discuss during their 

interview.

PRO TIP
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FOR A CUSTOMER SUPPORT HIRE:

FOR A QA HIRE:

FOR A MARKETING HIRE:

Try this list of challenges, or the online tools Codility, TopCoder, CodeChef, or 
HackerEarth for automating software engineer coding challenges.

FOR AN SOFTWARE ENGINEERING HIRE:

CHALLENGE EXAMPLES

Recruiting & Onboarding (2 of 7) / The Culture Cookbook

After looking through our website, what do you imagine the most challenging 
aspect of our product will be for a QA Engineer? How do you intend to tackle 
that problem?

"Please help! The button I clicked 
in your web dashboard (or 
mobile app) doesn’t work.” Please 
advise.

Take a look at our blog and pitch five blog post titles OR write one blog post 
that would fit in with the rest of our content. Bonus: Suggest an idea for a new 
name for the blog.

53Enplug  •  The Company Culture Cookbook

You just received this support ticket 
via email. Please provide your 
response and refer to our help center 
for resources.

http://c2.com/cgi/wiki?ProgrammingChallengesForInterview
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Recipe #25

INTERVIEW IN STAGES

You wouldn’t get married without dating first, right? 
The same concept should apply to the hiring process. 
Standard practice for many companies is an initial 
phone interview followed by an in-person interview 
and—if all goes well—an offer. But long-term 
relationships deserve a bit more courting and making 
sure the commitment is a good fit for everyone 
involved. 

Decide what’s most important to you in a candidate, 
and build your recruitment process around it. For 
example, if your priority is simply finding someone 
who has the skills for the job, ask their future team 
lead to conduct the first interview to gauge their 
experience. If finding the right culture fit is top 
priority, it’s in your best interest and the candidate’s 
to focus the initial interview on culture first, skills and 
experience second. 

Serves teams of 3+

defined stages you stick to for every 
interviewee

organizational buy-in for helping 
screen candidates

peers of the role you’re hiring for 
who have been trained in the basic 
principles of interviewing

a mechanism for collecting interview-
er feedback on candidates

included

Never skip the interview process, even for candidates you know 
personally. This sets an important precedence of professionalism and 

equality with your other teammates.

PRO TIP
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The above is a quick look at how we break down our interviewing process at Enplug. Here 
are the details:

Once a candidate makes the cut for culture, they’ll meet with their potential team lead to 
make sure they’ve got the chops for the job. Coding challenges, ZenDesk experience, or 
content scheduling—whatever the specific requirements may be—should come into play 
now, and this is also an opportunity for the team lead to determine whether they’ll be able 
to work well together. Culture checks don’t stop at the first interview.

Finally, the top candidates come in for a series of one-on-one or two-on-one interviews 
with team members that either have experience in the role they’ll be filling, will be working 
closely with them, or have an especially deep understanding of where the company is 
going and what’s needed to get there. We call this the gauntlet. 

Each of these module interviews are at least 30 minutes long, and we try to keep the 
entire process under 4 hours. This is the final opportunity to get to know the top 
candidates. Equally important, it’s their last opportunity to get to know members of our 
team and decide whether they could see themselves being a part of it.

If the candidate passes each round, then it’s our CEO’s turn, and the offer is made. If our 
team sees a reason the candidate shouldn’t move forward, we end the session and thank 
them for their time.

Here’s a sample interviewing process that filters for culture fit first. Make sure to let 
candidates know what to expect from the rest of the hiring process during the first 
interview.

How We Hire at Buffer
How Netflix Reinvented HR
An Inside Look at Facebook’s Method for Hiring Designers

RECOMMENDED READING:

1.  Job posting with challenge (see recipe #24)
2.  Phone interview - culture and basic skill fit (30 minutes)
3.  Phone interview - manager/team lead (1 hour)
4.  In-person interview rounds: 5+ teammates ending with co-founders/CEO (3-4 hrs)

SAMPLE INTERVIEW PROCESS

Recruiting & Onboarding (3 of 7) / The Culture Cookbook
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It’s not awkward unless you make it awkward. Stick to the facts and 
focus on communicating the important information. You’ll get a 
better response if you’re open and honest from the beginning.

Recipe #26

SET COMPENSATION 
EXPECTATIONS EARLY

Serves teams of 3+

Don’t leave candidates wondering about the salary, 
benefits and other perks. If they’ve made it to an 
advanced stage of the interviewing process, they 
should be well informed of what they’re signing up 
for without having to ask. 

At the end of stage two of the interviewing process 
(see recipe #25), you’ll know if you have a contender 
on your hands. At this point, you should be prepared 
to present the highlights (salary, benefits) of an 
eventual offer.

By being straightforward with your top candidates 
about what the company can offer, you’ll show that 
you’re up-front and honest, which they’ll appreciate. 
At worst, they may not be able to accept your 
offer—but at least you’ll have saved your team time 
before moving to further stages of the interview 
process.

Recommended reading:
1.  Haggle Over Salary? It’s Not Allowed
2.  Why This CEO Pays Every Employee $70,000 a 
Year

established job offer details

a chosen interview stage for 
discussing compensation

PRO TIP
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a survey template

Recipe #27

SURVEY CANDIDATES ABOUT 
THEIR INTERVIEW 

EXPERIENCE

Serves teams of 10+

After the final round of interviews (and before you’ve 
made an offer), have candidates complete an 
anonymous survey asking about their interview 
experience. Ask them to identify any pain points or 
make recommendations about what could be clearer 
or easier. Improve based on that feedback. Repeat 
with each new job opening.

This is a great way to learn what’s working well or 
not-so-well in your interview process, and it benefits 
both you and the interviewee by giving you the 
opportunity to improve upon your process and giving 
them the chance to contribute to a company they’re 
considering working for. 

This will set the tone right off the bat that yours is a 
company that values feedback—and encourages it 
from day one. To put candidates at ease about the 
survey impacting their chances of getting the job, let 
them know you don’t read the surveys until after the 
position has been filled.

included

Have in-person candidates fill out the survey immediately after their 
last interview for the day using a paper survey, or better yet, a 

dedicated computer in the interview room to ensure anonymity.

PRO TIP
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Out of the following, how did you first hear about our company? 
(Friends/family, company website, job search website, 
press/publications, other)

Please rate your recruiter(s) in the following, with 1 being extremely 
poor and 10 being perfect: Helpfulness, friendliness, knowledge in the 
company, knowledge in the position, punctuality, professionalism, 
overall

What could we do to improve the recruitment experience?

Download the 9-question post-interview survey template

SAMPLE SURVEY QUESTIONS

1

2

3

Recruiting & Onboarding (5 of 7) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #28

SEND THANK-YOUS TO ALL 
APPLICANTS

Serves teams of 3+

After the best person for the job has accepted their 
offer, it’s time to let the rest of the applicants know 
they didn’t make the cut. (Yes, even if you had 
hundreds of applicants.) Be sure to offer a sincere 
thanks and, if you can, the reason you opted for a 
different candidate. If a candidate was a clear winner, 
but perhaps for a different role, ask if they’d be open 
to discussing another opportunity in the near future.

From an applicant’s perspective, it can be 
disheartening to put a lot of time and thought into an 
application and/or interview and not get the job, but 
it’s especially frustrating if you’ve gone through all of 
that and never hear anything from the company 
again. Don’t be that company. A “no” is better than 
radio silence, and people will appreciate that you at 
least kept them informed throughout the process.

personalized thank-you email

included

Recruiting & Hiring (4 of 6) / The Culture Cookbook

Make sending these thank-yous a priority. The more days you wait, 
the less fresh each candidate will be in your mind, and the longer 

they’ll be left wondering.

PRO TIP
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angela@gmail.com

Re: Enplug Job Opportunity - Content Creator

Hi Angela,

I'm sorry to inform you that our team has decided to push 
forward with another applicant. I appreciate your time, and 
greatly enjoyed speaking with you about this position and 
learning about your time in Guam. This was a very difficult 
decision for our team, and while we won't be bringing you 
on board at this time, we wish you the best of luck with 
your ongoing job search.

(You can also add:) 

"I urge you to keep an eye out for future openings with us" 
or "We plan on expanding our (department) team in the 
next (expected # of months range, plus extra range e.g. 3-6 
months if you think it'll be 3 months), and I urge you to 
(keep in touch/reach out) if you'd be interested in applying." 
or "While we're sorry we couldn't bring you on board for 
(position), we are also looking to expand our (department) 
team. Would you be interested in (another available 
position)? If so, please let me know, and (next steps)."

-Brenna

Re: Enplug Job Opportunity - Content Creator x

Communication (6 of 10) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #29

PAIR NEW HIRES WITH A 
BUDDY

Serves teams of 30+

Ask an outgoing team member from another 
department to take new hires out to coffee or lunch 
(depending on your budget—the company should pay 
the tab) during their first week as a way of making 
them feel welcomed and part of the team. 

This sets the tone right away that your company is full 
of friendly people who are interested in building 
relationships beyond the required minimum level of 
interaction. Plus, it’s important that new teammates 
have a good first week, and establishing a new 
friendship with someone they’ve connected with on a 
personal level is key to that success.

Recruiting a teammate from another department is a 
good method for helping your teammate learn what’s 
going on in other parts of the company and form 
relationships outside of their immediate team. Team 
meetings and events will be much more lively (and a 
lot less cliquey) if friendships cross those borders.

a small budget

30-45 minute time allowance

an outgoing and willing teammate
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chance to welcome new team members.
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cassie@enplug.com

Welcome

Cassie,

Welcome to this ridiculous adventure we call Enplug, and 
congratulations on joining #teampurple (obviously the best 
team!).

Let me know when you have 30 minutes later this week to 
grab some boba - and you can always reach me at [phone 
number] if you ever have questions!
 
-Brenna

Just Checking In! x

Send
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SPACE
AND DESIGN
4 WAYS TO CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT FOR A THRIVING TEAM
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Recipe #30

TAKE A VOTE WHENEVER 
POSSIBLE

surveys

Serves teams of 3+

Is your company atmosphere a democratic one? While 
strategic decisions are often up to the leadership 
team, it’s the little decisions that can have a big 
impact and be made collectively.

Before instilling a new policy that will affect 
day-to-day office life, poll the office. Thinking about 
shuffling the  desks in the office? Ask the team 
whether they’d prefer the long shared tables you have 
in mind or if they’d rather reorganize the desks they 
already have. Brainstorming ideas for your next team 
outing? Ask the team what they’d like to do, or to 
vote on your ideas. Not sure how often to hold 
all-hands meetings? Your team probably has a 
preference to share! Need to gauge demand on which 
type of swag your team wants (t-shirt, mug, hoodies)? 
Take a poll.

Aim for 90%+ response rates to make sure you’re not only  hearing 
from the most vocal or least busy teammates.

PRO TIP

Space & Design (1 of 4) / The Culture Cookbook
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Which activities to do for team outings
What day/times/how long a team outing should be
What movie to watch on movie nights
How often and what day/time to hold all-hands meetings
What to cover in all-hands meetings
What food to order for the kitchen
Where to go out for lunch
How often and when to host programs (e.g. Q&A, movie nights, happy 
hours, all-hands meetings)
Who to invite to the next speaker series
Which TED talk to watch
Which types of swag/versions of team gear to offer (t-shirts, mugs, 
hoodies)
How to decorate the office
What type of music to play (or whether to play music at all)
Which programs to show on the breakroom TV
Whether your office should be dog-friendly
press/publications, other)

SAMPLE SURVEYS

Which activities to do for team outings

What day/times/how long a team outing should be

What movie to watch on movie nights

How often and what day/time to hold all-hands meetings

What to cover in all-hands meetings

What food to order for the kitchen

Where to go out for lunch

How often and when to host programs (e.g. Q&A, movie nights)

Who to invite to the next speaker series

Which TED talk to watch

Which types of swag/versions of team gear to offer (t-shirts, mugs, hoodies)

How to decorate the office

What type of music to play (or whether to play music at all)

Which programs to show on the breakroom TV

Whether your office should be dog-friendly

EXAMPLE SURVEYS

2

10

11

12

13

14

15

7

5

6

4

3

1

8

9
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Recipe #31

DESIGNATE A PLAY AREA

Using whatever space you have, you can set up darts, 
a Wii or even a ping pong table where the team can 
unwind and gather. Consider including comfortable 
seating, like a couch, near your game area for 
spectators.

By taking a break just to have fun, people can use 
“playtime” to wake up, become reenergized and get 
inspired before they settle in for another long session 
of whatever project they may be working on. Plus, it’ll 
get people from different departments talking and 
having fun with each other.

Serves teams of 30+

a designated space

games

Position the play area as far from the quiet work areas as possible.

PRO TIP
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GAMES FOR YOUR PLAY AREA

PING PONG DARTS HORSESHOESBOARD GAMES

AIR HOCKEY ARCADE
GAMES

DOMINOSCHESS

VIDEO GAMES

DICE 1,000 PIECE
PUZZLE

CHECKERS CORNHOLE

PROJECTOR DECK OF CARDS BILLIARDS

Space & Design (2 of 4) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #32

OFFER CREATIVE WORKSPACE 
ALTERNATIVES

standing desks or tabletops

mulitple seating options

Serves teams of 30+

Sitting at the same desk, in the same chair, with the 
same view all day every day doesn’t lend itself to 
inspiring work. So give your team options.

Standing up keeps the blood flowing and the mind 
focused. Put standing desks or long high-top tables in 
common areas where team members can work when 
they’re tired of sitting or need to change up their 
environment. Do it right and place gel or anti-fatigue 
mats on the ground for support so standing isn’t hard 
on people’s feet and backs.

Community tabletops can also be used for short, 
informal powwows. And by being more physically 
engaged, people will naturally be more efficient in 
conducting their meetings.

One method for keeping the seating chart fresh at 
Hubspot is by “desk reshuffling” every quarter or so. 
Team members swap desks and sit in different parts 
of the office, which encourages bonding with people 
in different departments and decreases the chance of 
creating office politics or cliques.

Before upgrading your alternative workspaces, make sure your 
teammates have comfortable chairs for their primary workstations.

PRO TIP
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ALTERNATIVE SEATING 
OPTIONS

Pods
Couches

Stools
Benches

Hammocks
Bean bags

Exercise balls
Folding chairs

Reclining chairs
Papasan chairs

Zabuton (floor pillows)
Zaisu (floor pillow with chair back)

Club chairs
Barcelona chairs
Director’s chairs

Deck chairs
Egg chairs

Swings
Thrones

Space & Design (3 of 4) / The Culture Cookbook
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Recipe #33

USE ENPLUG FOR VISUAL 
COMMUNICATIONS

digital displays to hang in your office

an Enplug account

free media players after signing up 
for Enplug

Serves teams of 10+

Use digital signage to announce events, display your 
company blog or show mentions of your company on 
social media. Place your displays in strategic spots, 
like near your entrance, in the kitchen, by the 
bathrooms or game area and more—wherever your 
team is most likely to see your message.

Anything you communicate to the team through email 
or chat can and should be reiterated—after all, 
important updates and action items tend to get lost in 
the archives. (And word-of-mouth is bound to leave 
someone out.) By using digital signage to keep your 
team up-to-date, you can bolster and reinforce your 
company culture as one that’s clear, open and savvy 
with communication.
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BUILD A STRONGER 
CORPORATE CULTURE
USING YOUR DISPLAYS.

LEARN MORE

Graphics and videos

Live social media feeds

Company news & events

The latest news from your industry

Your homepage or other site

Sales and marketing dashboards

Office directory

Startup Vitamins motivational posters

+more!

(Get a free consultation for how to build your 

culture with Enplug)

Use Enplug to showcase:

2
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4
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Enplug’s DisplayOS is the operating system for displays in businesses, transforming any TV 
or display into an internal marketing and communications tool. Companies can use 
Enplug’s open SDK to build apps for the Enplug App Market, which features engaging 
content for businesses to display like HD images and videos, social media walls, sales 
dashboards, news feeds, motivational quotes and office directories. Using Enplug’s web 
dashboard, users can instantly control and manage the apps playing on their network of 
displays.

WeWork has 32 locations across different countries. We show live updates on 
our TV displays in every space to share all the exciting news from our 
community. We use Enplug's software to manage and tailor content for each 
location on the hundreds of displays we have. 

Our customers love us

About Enplug

“

About Enplug / The Culture Cookbook

-WeWork
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